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Abstract
There are many shared attributes between existing iterative aligners and Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). A learning
algorithm
of HMMcalled
Viterbi is the same as the iteration of DP-matching
of iterative aligners. HMM
aligners can use the result of an iterative aligner initially, incorporate the
similarity score of amino acids, and apply the detailed gap cost systenm to improve the matching
accuracy. On the other hand, the iterative aligner
can inherit the modeling capability of HMM,and
provide the better representation of the proteins
than motifs. In this paper, we present an overview
of several iterative ahgners which include the parallel iterative aligner of ICOTand the HMM
aligner
of Haussler’s group. Wecompare the merits and
shortcomings of these aligners. This comparison
enables us to formulate a better, more advanced
aligner through proper integration of the iterative
technique and HMM
technique.

Introduction
It is indispensable to align multiple protein sequences in
order to understand the relationship amongthe protein
function, tlm structure, and the amino acid sequence.
The functional motif or the st1~uctural motif are found
when the protein sequences of the saane function or the
same structure are multiply aligned. There are many
nmthods to align them which include iterative aligners
and Hidden Markov Model (HMM)aligners.
In order to improve the performance of the aligners
and the quality of the result, several iterative aligners
have been developed which include the parallel iterative
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aligner developed at ICOT(Ishikawa et al. 1992). This
aligner is based on the Gotoh method (Gotoh 1992)
with its parallel extension and 7vstricted paT~itioning
likc tlm Barton-Sternberg method (Barton & Sternberg
1987). It quickly makes multiple sequence alignment of
good score on parallel inference machines developed at
ICOT.
The existing aligners however have two problems.
One is about exploring an appropriate gap costs system.
Both pairwise aligners and multiple aligners which use
DP-matching algorithnLs (Needleman & Wunsch 1970)
are suffered from what kind of score system to use.
We have Dayhoff PAM-250 (Dayhoff, Schwartz & Orcutt 1978) as a standard similarity score system but we
have no standard way of estimating gap costs (Altschul
1989).
The other is about the representation of the result. From the resultant
alignment of a certain
protein set, we determine a specific consensus pattern called motif (Station 1988) to represent the set.
From the information retrieval point of view, its recall and precision (Frakes & Baeza-Yates 1992)
rather sufficient.
For example, the motif database
system, ProSite (Bairoch 1991), classifies each protein into five so~s on the relationship between each
motif and proteins in Swiss-Prot: true-positive(true,
for short), false-negative(missed), potential-hit,
known, and false-positive(wrong), where false-negative
proteins are true but missed by the motif matching
while false-positive proteins are picked but wrong. A
rough estimation is shown in Table 1. That estimates
its recall by true/(true+nfissed) and its precision
true/(true+wrong). However, it seems insufficient for
the biological practical use. There is a trade-off between
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description complexity of patterns and iml)rowmmntof
the recaU and precision.

fltturc works.

Iterative Aligners
Table 1: Estimation of Recall & Precision of Motifs
I ProSite ]] true Imissed I wrong lunk. [pot. I
[ V.7 [[ 10787[
260 I 571 I 75 I 630
I
V.9 II 127361 3521 661 I 86 ] 7271

I

[ ProSite ]] recall ]precision ]
V.9
% 95.0 %i
iv.,
[97.3,4.0
In order to improve representation capability of the
motif and to avoid description complexity, we propose
to introduce probability distribution. There are several
related works that employprobability in the motif representation, for example, probal)ility with MDL
criteria
(Konagaya & Kondo 1993). Amongthem. we consider
the Hidden MaxkovModel is the most suitable for representing the protein classification. It represents the
protein set by the network whose nodes and arcs have
probability distributions. Thus, it can be regarded as
flexible nndtiple consensus patterns for the protein set.
The Hidden Markov Model call be easily applied to
I)rotein sequence alignnmnt, as the DP-matching algorithm has been applied to it, by regarding sequences as
speech. The DP-matching algorithm and HMMare popular tools amongthe researchers of speech recognitiolL
Ill addition, the HMM
employs several algorithlns in
its statistical modeling, including the Viterbi algoritlun
(Rabiner 1989) that is the s~une as the DP-matching.
Thus, tile HMM
ca~l be viewed as a concept that encompasses the DP-matching. Protein structure prediction from sequence (Asai & Hayamizu 1991)(Asai,
Hayamizu & Onizuka 1993), and protein classification
(White, Stulz & Smith 1991) are related works of biological information processing using HMM.
Wetake tile intelligent refiner (Hirosawa 1993) into
account to consider specific characteristics of single
amino acid, such as eysteine(C) and histidine(H)
the zinc finger motif. The aligned sequences are refined by biological knowledge such as nmtifs in the
ProSite, A new knowledge representation
language
Quzxcrre using DOODand CLP is proposed for representing such biological knowledge (Tanaka 1993). This
paper howeverdiscusses the previous stage of the refinement with biological knowledge bases. Weintroduce no
prior knowledgeof the protein structure, function, or
the characteristic of each amino acid at this stage.
This paper is orga~fized as follows. Section overviews
the variety of existing iterative aligners. Section shows
all exampleof the HMM
aligner. Section clarifies their
relationship, the possibility of improving multiple sequence aligning algorithm, and appropriate representation of the alignment. And Section enumerates our
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Ill this section, we showall overview on several iterative aligners. The purpose is to compare between these
iterative aligners and the HMM
aligner to be mentioned
in Section.
Barton

& Sternberg

(1987)

Their algorithm to align N sequences is as follows:(Barton ~ Sternberg 1987)
(1) choose 2 out of the N sequences to do DP-matching
between them, and obtain the r~ult,
(2) choose 1 out of the rest N - 2 sequences to do DPmatching with the last result,
(3) choose 1 out of the rest N - 3 seqnences to do DPmatching with the last result,
(4) ....
(5) do DP-matching between the last sequence and the
last result, then
(6) obtain the final result.
Tile following refinenmnts are done. if uecessary.
(1) Choose tile 1st sequence to do DP-matchingwith the
rest of the latest result,
(2) choose the 2nd sequence to do DP-matching with the
r~t of the lat~t re~sult,
(3) ...
(4) choose the N-th sequence to do DP-matching with
the rest of the latest result.
Whenthey do DP-matching between single scqnencc
and phlral sequences, they employa specific score system h)r the plur’,fl sequences to do a kind of 2-wayDPmatching, which we regard as the profile DP-matcl, ing.
All exampleof the profile is shownin Figure 1.
This profile is a sequenceposition-specific scoring matrix composed of 21 columns (for 20 amino acids and
gap cost) and N rows, where N is a length of probe
(Gribskov, McLachlan & Eisenberg 1987). The probe
ks a bundle of aligned sequences. Whenwc have a bulldie of aligned sequences and a new seqnence and want
to align all the sequences, we can define the profile of
the bundle and do DP-matchingusing scores of the profile instead of usual sinfilaxity scores, such ms PAM-250.
It is called the profile DP-matching.
Berger

&: Munson (1991)

Figure 2 showsa brief overview of the algorithm (Berger
& Muuson 1991).
(1) Let initial state be unaligned sequences,
(2) partition all sequences randomly into 2 groups to
profile DP-matching, and have the resultant alignment,
(3) repeat until the score of the alignlnent converges.
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Figure 1: An Example of tile
McLachlan& Eisenberg 1987)
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ICOT (1992)
The sinfilar algorithm as the Gotoh method, with its
parallel extension (Ishikawa et al. 1992) and the restricted partitioning. Figure 3 shows a brief overview
of the algorithm.

(Gribskov,

The sequences are randonlly partitioned, so 2"-1-1 ways
of partition may occur for n sequences. They ignore
the column which contains aaly numberof gaps using
tile Murata method (Murata, Richardson & Sussman
1985) in order to reduce computation. Iterative cycles
of the Berger-Munsonalgorithm needs so muchcomputation to take morethan several hours to align practical scale of the alignnlent. Thus, parallel processing for
this algorithm has been tried at ICOT(Ishikawa et aa.
1992).

Result

Gotoh (1992)
The similar algorithm as the Berger-Munsonmethod,
but Gotoh emphasizes the importance of the detailed
gap costs (Gotoh 1992). Thus, this algorithm does not
employprofile DP-matchingso that it takes muchtinm
to execute every iteration cycle.
Beforediscussing gap costs, we should first define several terms. Let the gap cost of continuous n cohmms
Gn be O+(n-1)E, we call O as opening gap cost and E
as extending gap cost. Conventional simple algorithms
use O = E or E = 0.
The gap cost system of this methodtreats not only
such differences between opening and extending gap
costs. The cost of the i-th column Gi is ~J ~kgok
where gok : 9 if j-th and k-th sequence of the ith cohmmare both gaps or amino acids, otherwise
gok = 0 or E.

.

Figure 2: Berger-Munson Method

Profile DP
on one PE

Item

TheBestReeuqt

Two-d~n~lonalOP
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Figure 3: Parallel Extension & Restricted Partitioning
of the Gotoh Method
Multil)le branches of the search tree appeared at
the restricted partitioning stage are evaluated ill paraLlel with plural processing elements (PEs) in every iteration. Every possible partitioning into two groups
of aligned sequences can be evaluated by 2-way DPmatchingwith the Gotoh gap cost system in parallel.
The restricted partitioning is an effective heuristic
technique. N sequences are partitioned into k and N-k
according to the Berger-Munsonmethod and the Gotoh method. Throughthe evaluation of the method,
it is found that smaller k makeslarger hnprovementin
DP-matchingscore. Thus, we set k = 1 or k = 2 and call
this heuristics as restricted partitioning. It resembles
the Barton-Sternberg methodin doing DP-matchingbetween plural sequences and a few sequences.

Alignment

using

HMM

In this section, we show an HMM
aligner to clarify
the relationship betweeniterative aligners mentionedin
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Section and the learning algorithm of the HMM
aligner.
Haussler et a1.(1993)
Their Hidden Markov Network (HMNet) is shown ill
the Figure 4, which is intuitively the simplest modelfor
the nmltiple sequence alignment. The amount of protein sequence data is not enough for complicated HMNet to learn its probability distributions. Table 2 shows
the amount of the sequences in representative protein
databases. They are much fewer than the amount used
in the speech recognition field. The complexity of the
HMNet,which corresponds to the representation capability of the model, gets lower if we cazmot prepare
enough data.

Table 2: Statistics
I Datat,ases

I

of Protein Databases

NRDB[ PIR ] Swiss-Prot
PDB l
(1993) / (i993)
I
v24
(1993)
i
1992
I

17 M II 13.8
9.5
M [ 1146
I Residues
Proteins
61870
47234M
28154
NRDB:(Harris, States & Hunter 1993).
In Figure 4, colunms of the HMNetroughly correspond to the columns in the alignment, though the
number of the cohmmsof the HMNetis generally fewer
than the alignment. There are three kinds of nodes,
d-node, i-node and m-node, which respectively correspond to deletion, insertion and matching of residues
against the model. Only m-nodes have probability distributions, which correspond to the multiple consensus
patterns with probability. This restriction is to reduce
parameter of the model.

Figure 4: Hidden Markov Network of the Hanssler
(Haussler et al. 1993)
Their estimating algorithm is the Viterbi approximation (Haussler et al. 1993).
(1) Initially arcs from every node and every m-node have
fiat probability distributions,
(2) the most probable path through the model for each
input protein sequence is determined by the Vitcrbi
algorithm,
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(3) probability is virtually a bit increased wheretile path
is located,
(4) probability distribution of every node aad arc is recstimated according to the sum of~the virtual increase
of probabilities when every sequence of the protcin
set are once input into the HMNet,and
(5) repeat determination of a path and reestimation
probability distributions, until it converges.
To achieve the optimal length of the model (the number of the m-nodesin Figure 4), the length is also reestimated by model su~ye~T. If the frequency of located
paths at a certain d-node is fewer than sonm threshold,
or the frequency at a certain i-node is nmre than somc
threshold, the length of the model is reestimated anti
the model is retrained. To avoid the local optimization, linearly decreasing noise is added to the model
during the beginning iterations, just as simulated annealing with the simplest anneahng schedule. To avoid
overfitting to the test data set, biases arc introduced in
the probability estimation process. They say this appears to be effective when large biases are given at the
transition probability from i-nodes to m-nodes.
Evaluation
In this Section, we compareiterative aligners with the
HMM
aligner, examine their gap cost systems, and evaluate the HMM
as reprcsentation of protein sets.
Comparison between Iterative
Aligners
and
HMM
The HMM
aligner resembles iterative aligners rather
than n-way DP-matching algorithms (Carrillo & Lipman 1988), because the former have iterative improvement process like learning process in the HMM.
Existing
iterative aligners shownin Section and the learning algorithm of the Haussler HMM
in Section employ the
same algorithm for the same objects. The DP-nmtching
in iterative aligners are called Viterbi approximationin
the HMM.Both iterative and HMM
aligners deal with
columns of the alignment as objects. Hence, HMM
is
regarded as a meta-algorithm which describes how to
apply DP-matching to the nmltiple sequence alignment,
anti how to nmdcl the aligned sequences. On the other
hand, the learning algorithm of the Hansslcr ItMMremains to be improved a lot, by introducing technique
of iterative aligners.
Amongiterative
aligners, the Barton-Sternberg
method have the highest sinfilarity
to the Hanssler
HMM.It has a one-by-one DP-matching process and
refinement processes, which correspond respectively to
the path determining process and the reestimation process of the Haussler HMM,though the path deternfining by Viterbi approximation is not one-by-one process practically. It employs the profile DP-matching,
whose treatment of gap costs is sinfilar to the HMM,
as
both are independent from horizontal positions of the
residues.

Comparison

of

Gap Cost

Systems

HMMas Representation

Most importantly, HMM
treats gap costs muclt easier
than DP-matching algorithms. Wehave struggled to
introduce detailed gap cost system into various DPmatching based multiple alignment system, but found
no proper way to do so. HMM
can also treats similarity score system such as PAM-250. Wecan introduce
it into the probability distributions of m-nodeseither
previously or after the HMM
is estimated.
The Hanssler ItMNet is shown again in Figure 5. In
this HMM,opening gaps and extending gaps correspond
to the probability of the arc. Arrows between m-nodes
arc normal transitions,
and from d-nodes and i-nodes
to m-nodes correspond to the end of gaps. Obviously,
insertion and deletion gap costs as well as gap costs
at different nodes are indepemlently deterudned in the
Haussler HMM
while they should be the santo cost in
the conventional DP-matching algorithms. There was
no elegant way to treat such locality in the conventional DP-matching. The HMM
naturally enables us to
distinguish important conservative regions which contain consensus patterns from other regions of sequences
in the alignment process.

~

-

-

~-

-

-

~

~"

Openinq

Gap

Figure 5: Gap costs in the Hanssler HMM
HMMrealizes natural implementation of the gap
cost Glv = Po+(N-1)PE, which is a standard in
DP-matching. (Let the transition probability corresponding to an opening gap be Ao and an extending gap be AE, and their costs be Po = -log Ao and
PE = -- log AE, then, the gap cost of length N in usual
HMMis GN = -logAoAE (N-D = Po -F (N-1)PE.)
The feature specific to the Gotoh method is its detailed gap costs, which is also employed by the ICOT
method. It requires some integrity of gap costs between
insertion and deletion or amongcolunnts of the HMNet.
Weconsider it can be realized by duration modeling
(tL~biner 1989). It is an implementation teclmique
substitute the natural gap cost G(N) by any f(N).
Isolated residue problem also seems to be solved by
introducing the probability. It is not essential but annoying, that a certain amino acid matches to a specific
columnto separate a long gap into two, instead that it
should be put at the either end of the gap.

of Protein

Sets

The functional and structural nmtifs whose functions
or structures are chenfically or physically cleared wotdd
survive. Wehowever consider the motifs as representation of the protein set shouhl be replaced by the HMM.
Wehave a new sequence and want to classify it among
the existing protein sets. But we have no HMM
reprcsentation of the set, then, we shouhl re-align the sequence with every protein set, or extract motifs previously and search them against the sequence. The formcr costs expensive, no matter we have only the resultant alignment or we have its profile score, becanse it
needs DP-matching which costs O(N2). The latter has
a trade-off bctween the complexity of the motifs and
the recall and precision rate. The HMM
representation
contains the probability distribution that relaxes the
complexity and gains high rates.
However, there is another trade-off between the rcpresentation capability and the calculation speed. There
axe no proper indexing systems for motif searching, but
motif scanning is almost the same algorithm as the regular expression search, which has long been researched
so that many rapid and excellent methods have been
well-developed. Whereas HMM
has relatively less extensive work on retrieval in speech recognition, because
retrieving the optimal HMM
to know its classification
is not the goal of that fiehl.
Invisibility is another problem. Motifs are described
by regular-expression like description, which we can
read and understand easily. The HMM
is in that sense
rather invisible for us.
Future
Work
In this section, we enumerate our future work according to the evaluation of the HMM
as an aligner and a
representation of a protein set shownin Section .
HMMas

a Multiple

Aligner

Weintroduce HMM
concepts into the multiple aligner
in three ways:
(1) mappingdetailed gap cost system ofiterative aligners
to HMM,
(2) introducing similarity score into its probability distribution, and
(3) using sequences aligned by iterative aligners as the
initial state.
Introduction of the similarity score could be instantly
experimented. It is expected to have a good result,
because it contributes to the reduction of parameters
and the introduction of similarity, and because it has
no defects from the biological point of view. Wecan
start experiments from the conventional standard score
PAM-250.Aligned initial state is also expected a good
result. Mappinggap costs could be experimented soon,
though there remain issues to be settled (see Section ).
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HMMas a Representation
Weintroduce HMM
concepts into the representation of
the protein set by providing an HMM
viewer to exhibit
HMM
as well as motifs, and an HMMinverted file to
makesearch faster. For biologists’ practical use of the
protein set representation, we should provide some expression of HMM
in text and/or ill display. This expression is also used as comparison with the structural
or fimctional nmtifs found by chenfical and physical
means. As for inverted file or index for HMM,we may
build HMMs
hierarchically along with, for example, the
I)rotein hierarchy such as cytochromes, cytochrome c.
and cytochronm c555.
Concluding
Remarks
The lcarning algorithm of HMM
is the same as the itcration of DP-matcbing. HMM
aligners can use the result
of aal itcrative aligner initially, incorporate the similarity scores such as PAM-250,and apply the detailed gap
cost systenLs to improve the matching accuracy. On the
other hand, the iterative aligner can inherit the nmdeling and representational capability of HMM.Wepresent
a~l overview of several iterative aligners and an HMM
aligner to compare the merits and shortcomings of these
aligners. This comparison enables us to fornmlate a better, more a(lvance~t aligner through proper integration
of the iterative technique aal(l HMM
technique.
The HMM
is so suitable for representing the protein
classification. It is a natural representation of nmltiple
consensus patterns with probability distribution. Motif
is useful for representing chemicai and physical analysis,
and for browsing by biologists. Motifs and HMM
will
cooperate to represent protein classifications.
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